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ABSTRACT

A reference core has been selected for a Molten Plutonfum Burnup

Experiment. In this experiment, the fuel, a Pu-Co-Ce alloy, will be

contained in sealed Ta-W alloy capsules. The principal purpose of the

experiment is to obtain information on the characteristics of molten-

Pu fuel during and after high burnup at high rates of fissioning. Further

data on nuclear, thermal, and materials performance of molten-Pu–fueled

reactor systems will also be obtained. Present uncertainties prevent

a detailed analysis or optimization of performance characteristics.

Nevertheless, systems based on the use of this fuel alloy can reasonably

be expected to have a very favorable fuel lifetime, short doubling time,

and favorable safety characteristics. This experiment will be operated

in the Los Alamos Fast Reactor Core Test Facility.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It has been recognized for some time that the use of a fluid reactor

fuel has certain distinct advantages. Traditionally, these advantages

have been identified as convenience in handling. More recently, it has

been suggested that molten Pu as a fast breeder fuel has significant

advantages in breeding gain, safety, and fuel lifetime. There may be

further advantages in reprocessing, but this aspect is not discussed

in the present analysis.

The operation of the 1 MW LAMPRE I
(1)

reactor has demonstrated (1)

the basic feasibility of operating with a molten fuel in a sealed capsule,

(2) the release of a large part (>80%) of the volatile fission products

from the fuel to the contained gas space, (3) the stability of this tYPe

of system, and (4) the satisfactory containment of the fuel for extended
(2)

periods of time. This operation has been described elsewhere.

The Molten Plutonium Burnup Experiment (MPBE) is the next major

experiment in the orderly development of molten-Pu fuel and of a breeder

concept utilizing this fuel. The principal purpose of the experiment is

to investigate the behavior of molten-Pu fuels during and after rapid and

high burnup. In addition, operation of the core is expected to supply

data on performance and operational characteristics of the core, including

thermal, nuclear, and safety features. One feature of particular interest,

as it affects both materials and nuclear properties, is the extremely

hard neutron spectrum of such a system.

The general criteria which have been used in defining performance

goals for the design of the experiment are those appropriate for a large-
(3)

scale central power station application. The technology obtained in
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this effort, however, is intended to be of such a depth that the applica-

bility of molten-Pu fuel to other systems can be evaluated.

In the chosen reference design, the basic unit, or subassembly, is

a stainless steel can containing seven fuel capsules. Each capsule is

sealed and designed to positively contain both fuel and fission products.

Thermal and mechanical designs are conservative with regard to stresses.

The materials and operating parameters have been selected such that no

significant failure rate of individual capsules is anticipated. The

subassembly construction is such as to permit convenient sampling of

capsules, insertion of special tests, and other fuel handling. The fuel

is a ternary alloy (Pu-Co-Cc), contained in a Ta-5 w/o W (Ta–5W) alloy

capsules. The core will be operated in the Los Alamos Fast Reactor Core

Test Facility (FRCTF)
(4)

which has a 20 MW heat removal capacity. Control

will be exercised by a combination of moving fuel and peripheral poison,

either of which will be adequate for emergency shutdowns.

In the sections which follow, the bases for interest in a molten-Pu

fuel for central station applications are discussed; the selection of

parameters for the MPBE are considered; the experimental basis for the

selection of materials is presented; the reference core design is shown;

performance estimates for the core are given; and the inferred performance

levels for large core applications are considered.

I.

*

.
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2. MOLTEN pu AS A FAST BREEDER FUEL

The interest in using molten Pu as a fast breeder

its potential for safe and economic power generation.

bases for this interest, therefore, it is necessary to

fuel is based on

In discussing the

consider those

factors which directly or indirectly affect the fuel cycle (or plant)

economics. The question of realistic breeder fuel cycle economics, how–

ever, suffers from an almost complete ignorance of several important

performance factors. Even for light water-moderated, oxide cores, the

reliable estimation of fuel cycle costs is just now becoming feasible.

There are two factors in the fuel cycle costing, however, which are

common to all reactors and which are frequently the dominant factors:

fuel charges (burnup or buy–back, plus use charge), and fabrication
(5)

charges. The fuel charges are reflected in the system doubling time

(Appendix A), and fabrication charges are related to total burnup* capa–

bility of the fuel elements (per unit fabrication cost).

2.1 Fabrication Charges (Lifetime Capability)

Lifetime (burnup) capability for most fast reactor fuel elements is

determined by structural damage to the fuel. With a molten fuel, no

structural damage to the fuel itself can occur. Reactivity lifetime

considerations can (conceptually) be avoided. The burnup limit is thus

likely to be determined by fuel containment life, gross chemical fuel

changes due to fission products, or simply by economics.

* Throughout this discussion, the term burnup will be used to refer to
the total energy output (e.g., MWD) of an element, as is contrasted with
burnup rate (power/element), fractional burnup (e.g., MWD/MT Pu), etc.

9



It is necessary, whatever the concept, to hold the fuel in some

type of container, which may or may not be a heat transfer medium. In

principle, the use of a fluid fuel permits changing of fuel without

replacing the container. In practice, however, the container will have

a finite lifetime. The lifetime of the container as compared with that

of the fuel must be taken into consideration before deciding whether to

refill or to replace containers. For a molten-Pu system, it is not clear

whether the lifetime capability of the fuel or of the container (if either)

will be limiting (Section 4). Thus , a decision as to whether to pursue

a plumbed or a fixed fluid concept would be premature at this stage. It

could be that the ability to handle fuel as a fluid will be more signi–

ficant in the blanket than in the core.

There are several design concepts which have been considered for the

molten-Pu system. The first, and perhaps most straightforward, is the

sealed-capsule core. The core construction using such capsules is as it

would be with a solid fuel. Heat generated in the fuel is transmitted

through the container wall to the coolant stream. This is the type of

fuel element which was used in LFiWPRE I. The fission gas generated in

the fuel is released to the contained gas space. The thermal performance

of this type of element is, in general, limited by the heat flux through

the container wall, either in terms of stress or in terms of the tempera-

ture of the fuel-container interface and hence corrosion. Fuel element

lifetime may also be limited by the fission gas pressure buildup in the

gas space.

A reasonable progression beyond the sealed capsule-type core is a

design which avoids the pressure buildup by venting the fission gases,

presumably to the coolant. More advanced concepts include systems in

which the fuel and coolant are in direct contact or where the Pu is

circulated for external gas disengagement, preprocessing, etc. (see, for

example, Reference 6).

Since, without further experimental data, it is not possible to come

to a quantitative defense of the systems which more fully utilize the

e

I
.
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fluidity of the fuel, the present design uses sealed capsules and is

compatible with the use of vented capsules. This selection of fuel

container has several distinct practical advantages: the technology

developed for solid fuel in thermal and mechanical designs is available

and useful; the performance limits are more readily defined; a failure

of containment has limited and tolerable consequences; and the design is

well suited to collection of data on materials properties as a function

of burnup. In addition, actual successful operational experience on such

a core exists (LAMPRE I).

The principal purpose of the MPBE is to extend the available data on

the properties of the fuel and, to some degree, the properties of Ta con-

tainers, during and after high burnup. Upon completion of this experiment,

it may be feasible to define realistic burnup limits.

2.2 Fuel Costs (Doubling Time Estimation)

For any system, the doubling time may be expressed in terms of factors -

which are more directly measurable. To a reasonable approximation (see

Appendix A)

‘T = (BR -31) sp ‘
(2.1)

where

DT = doubling time in years at =83% load factor,

BR = atoms of fuel (e.g., fissile Pu) produced per atom of fuel lost,

SP = specific power in MW per kg of fuel in the inventory.

It is convenient (but not accurate) to consider here a beginning-of–life

breeding ratio and an inventory equal to one beginning-of-life core loading.

2.2.1 Breeding Ratio

Breeding ratio may be expressed (Appendix B) as

BR=(rl-l) -a-t-b, (2.2)

11



where

n = neutrons born per neutron absorbed in fuel,

a = neutrons lost to nonfuel parasites and leakage per neutron
absorbed in fuel,

b = net neutrons produced in fertile fissions per neutron absorbed
in fuel.

Thus, high breeding ratio is obtained with high ~ and b and low a.

To obtain a high rIfor the reactor, it is desirable to use Pu

rather than U as a fuel, and to use it in as hard a spectrum as feasible.

This fact is illustrated by the data of Fig. 2.1. The hard spectrum is

characteristic of a metal fuel in preference to a ceramic. In addition,

the fast fission in U–238, and thus factor b in Eq. (2.2), is high for

hard spectra. Thus, the molten-Pu system has good breeding potential

[n ‘2.7 as compared with 2.2 in a ceramic fast breeder .
(7-lo)~

The breeding ratio is largely determined by q and by the ratio

of parasitic material content to Pu density in the core. Calculations

have been done for a series of possible molten-Pu–fueled, sealed Ta-

capsule-type 1000 MW(th) reactors, each composed of an array of modular

cores. In this series, each modular core is 30 cm high, has 30-cm-thick

axial blankets above and below, and has a 30-cm-thick radial blanket --

all blankets are UC
2“

The calculated breeding ratios are shown in Fig.

2.2 for several leakage assumptions. Curve 1 is closest to cases of

practical interest, though the leakage may have been somewhat high, due

to the use of thin carbide blankets. Other calculations shown in Fig.

2.2 (curve 4) are at the other extreme with regard to leakage, i.e., very

low leakage because of the use of thick (45–cm) U-metal blankets. In all

of these calculations, the Ta capsule material is the only substantial

parasite. These calculations span a considerable range of designs and

calculational models. Variations include

(a) shape differences -- one set is for a series of cylinders of
constant (30-cm) height, whereas, another set is for spheres”>

(b) spectrum effects -– curve 1 is for a carbide blanket, so should
give a softer spectrum than did the U-metal blankets for curve

12
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4. This tends to enhance the vertical leakage of the more
dilute (higher Ta/Pu) systems, relative to the less dilute
ones to the detriment of BR for the higher values of (1’’a/Pu);

(c) cross-section library -- curves 1 throu h 3 are for calculations
using the Hansen-Roach 16-grou

Y
set,(ll~ while those for curve

4 use Kiehn’s 10-group set.(12

Nevertheless, the compromise relation (curve 5), drawn slightly above

curve 1 at the higher (Ta/Pu) end , may be considered as a reasonable

generalization for all of these calculations. Based on this generali-

zation, the BR for a Ta-capsule core may be expressed as

BR = 1.9 - 0.3 (Ta/Pu). (2.3)

2.2.2 Specific Power

For a molten-Pu system, the criteria for obtaining high specific

power are, in general, less well defined than are those for breeding ratio.

Present emphasis is on systems in which the container material serves as

a heat transfer medium (i.e., a capsule-type core). For this type of

molten-Pu core, specific power will generally be limited by heat transfer

capability (either in terms of stress or in terms of increased corrosion

rates associated with an increased inside wall temperature associated with

a high radial AT). For a fixed wall thickness, it is clear that the heat

transfer area of the core is proportional to the total number of Ta atoms

in the core. If the heat transfer is limiting, the specific power is then

given by

SP a
core power Ta atom = ~

Pu atoms in the core u Pu atom - Pu “
(2.4)

Thus , specific power is increased by decreasing Pu per unit heat transfer

area.

15



2. 2.3 Optimization for Capsule Core

The preference for high (Ta/Pu) from Eq. (2.4) (so as to have

high heat transfer area) is counter to that for low (Ta/Pu) from Eq. (2.3)

(so as to have high BR), suggesting a compromise. In fact, substituting

Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) into Eq. (2.1) yields

DT =
const.

[0.9 - 0.3 (Ta/Pu)] (Ta/Pu)

(2.5)

which clearly has an optimum for minimum DT, at (Ta/Pu) 1.5.

The attainment of a specified ratio (Ta/Pu) requires that, for

a given Ta capsule wall thickness b and outside radius a, the Pu content

of the fuel should be

Pf[g pu/cc fuel] =
43.3 b

{

b
(Ta/Pu)(a - b)

1
1+2(a-b) Y

as shown in Appendix C.

For example, for b = 0.025 in., the fuels corresponding

value (Ta/Pu) = 1.5, for several capsule outside diameters, are

o.d. [in.] 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

pf [g Pu/cc fuel] 11.4 6.4 4.5 3.4

2.3 Safety

(2.6)

to a

0.6

2.8

The use of molten-Pu alloy fuel has several unique and significant

safety advantages, relative to the use of a solid ceramic fuel. A

dominant factor is the fact that the fuel is liquid metal, with a sub-

stantial thermal expansion coefficient. Since the reference container

material (a Ta alloy) has a very low coefficient of thermal expansion,

the effective expansion of the liquid in a tube is almost three times

that even of the corresponding solid metal. Thus , a large negative

temperature coefficient is assured.

●

.

.

.
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There is a second area with regard to safety in which these systems

have a natural advantage. The molten–Pu/Ta system characteristically

has an extremely hard neutron spectrum. This is necessary so as to avoid

an excessive penalty from Ta parasitic capture. As has been pointed out

(Section 2.2.1), there are also strong benefits in ~ and fast fission

effect from this hard spectrum. This spectrum is maintained, however,

only by neutronically decoupling, to some degree, the U-238 from the Pu.

Thus , a totally external breeder is the natural configuration. A high

total power system is obtained by a system of multiple, loosely coupled

(3)core-blanket reactor modules. The system, even for large power station

application, thus has very high leakage and a very hard spectrum.

An accident consideration which is frequently troublesome for large

fast breeder power reactors is Na voiding. The Na void effect is a result

of the balance between changes in leakage, Na parasitic capture, and Na

moderation.
(13)

A qualitative balance of these factors for several con–

cepts is shown as Table 2.1. The modular arrangement, with high or total
(lo)

external breeding, may be desirable with ceramic fuels also.

Table 2.1

Qualitative Na Void Effect Factors

Type of
Change on

Factor Loss of Na

Core Leakage Increase

Na Parasite Loss of
Parasite

Na Moderation Increase
~ (Pu)

Net Effect ---

Reactivity Effect In
Ceramic Fuel

Ceramic in Softened Molten Pu in

Fuel Spectrum Modular Array

Slight Neg. Slight Neg. Strong Neg.

Pos . Large Pos. Slight Pos.

Pos . Pos . Slight Pos.

Pos . Pos . Strong Neg.

17



A further area of difference with regard to safety is in the Doppler

effect. The net Doppler effect is again a balance between a negative

component (U-238) and components which are presumably positive (Pu-239).

While no quantitative advantage can be listed for the molten–Pu system,

the Pu component (which is presumably positive) is totally negligible,

due to the hard spectrum. The U-238 contribution, while perhaps reduced

for some accidents by the neutronic decoupling, certainly is still nega-

tive. With the present.uncertainties in prediction of Doppler effects,

there are definite advantages to a system in which one is assured of the

sign of the Doppler effect and not dependent on its magnitude.

Another potential safety advantage to the molten-Pu concept for a

large fast breeder central station application is in fission product

inventory. It may be possible and useful to use the fluidity of the

fuel to obtain a partial continuous removal of fission products.

2.4 Other Factors

There are other features of a molten-Pu system which may differ from

other fast breeders, such as existence of a minimum acceptable temperature

and low equilibrium Pu-240 content.

It should be pointed out that some of the presently envisioned advan-

tages to such a core concept depend to some extent on the fact that the

blanket has a low multiplication. Since all Pu production is in the

blanket, this implies a need for careful attention to blanket cycling.

In such systems, there is a large range of temperature in excess of

normal operating temperatures which, for short times, is quite acceptable.

For example, in the reference core, the first phase change is Na boiling.

To obtain even local boiling requires an increase in Na temperature of

more than 200”C. No bulk phase change in the fuel can reasonably be

obtained with the high boiling point and sealed containment.

.

.
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3. CORE DESIGN PARAMETER SELECTION

The MPBE is designed to supply additional data

of molten-Pu fuel during high burnup. In addition,

experiment will supply early answers to some of the

of large molten-Pu–fueled systems.

on the characteristics

it is hoped that the

practical problems

The performance potential of a molten-Pu system will clearly be

affected by burnup in many ways. For example:

(a) The change in PU content by burnup will change the physical

character of the fuel (melting point, etc.).

(b) The presence of gross fission products may affect the fuel
containment problem.

(c) The volatile fission products will cause a pressure buildup
in sealed capsules.

(d) The rate of gas generation will affect the equilibrium dilution
(bubble content) of the fuel (the detailed character of this
dilution at high burnup is not known).

(e) The presence of insoluble fission products may result in
mechanical changes to fuel performance (e.g., interference
with natural convection in the fuel).

For ceramic fast reactor cores, a burnup of ‘1O% of the heavy atoms is
(7-lo)

currently used as a design point. For solid metallic fuels, the
(14)

present limit is less. It seems unreasonable to consider less than

10% burnup to be a design goal for a molten-metal pin-type core, nor

are there known reasons to expect less.

With regard to these considerations , we may inquire as to the param–

eters which are to be optimized in the design. It may be noted that

power is fission or burnup (absolute) rate, specific power (power per

unit Pu) is fractional burnup rate (depletion rate/atom), and power

19



density is burnup ratelunit volume. Therefore, fractional burnup

(integrated specific power) is a reasonable measure of flux time (nvt)

(Appendix D). The change in neutronic properties is likely to be

described in terms of fractional burnup -- or integrated specific power.

For container irradiation damage, integrated specific power is the factor

of interest. Fuel changes are more likely to be characterized by gross

fission product content, i.e., integrated power density.

Since the present experiment is principally directed toward investi-

gations of fuel behavior, the emphasis in the design is on power density

to the extent that there are reasons to differentiate between power

density and specific power. This separation relies on the assumption

that Pu density and the effects of burnup are not strongly related.

3.1 Power Density

Several generalizations may be helpful in estimating power density

limits for various configurations which have been proposed. The basis

of these generalizations is the observation that, over an extended range,

the critical mass for a capsule core can be simply related to the average

Pu density. Figure 3.1 shows a plot, for a variety of cores, of the

calculated critical loading as a function of average Pu density. As can

be seen from the figure, all of these calculations can be reasonably fitted

by the curve,

‘-oading‘kg‘u]= 2’+f’g’+1”3 a
(3.1)

While other factors, of course, influence the loading (such as Ta content),

in the region of particular interest, the relationship (3.1) is a reason-

able generalization. The average fuel density, as used here, is

Ff = pf[g Pu/cc fuel] ● Vf[cc fuel/cc core]. (3.2)

.

.
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Fig. 3.1. Critical Loadings for Various Molten-Pu-Fueled Cores
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A second relationship which is used here is the definition of power

density. This may be written

[1power [MW(th)] ● density ~
PD =

loading [kg Pu]
.

Combining these gives

[II
PIMWI (Pf) 1“3[g/cc] (Vf)l”q “ Pf

PD ‘=
lite 270

= 3.7 “ 10-3 P[MW] (Pf)z”q (Vf)l”q .

(3.3)

(3.4)

3.2 Facility Limits

In discussing the parameters for the MPBE, it is also necessary to

consider the limitations of the FRCTF. There are two principal limits

which are significant here:

Power Z 20 MW(th) (heat dump and heat exchanger limited)

Flow Z 2500 gpm (pump and heat exchanger limited)

These two facility limits do, in fact, represent performance limits. The

power limit enters from Eq. (3.4). Thus, in addition to the limitations

associated with a large core application, there is also a limit on specific

power and power density which increases monotonically with fuel density.

Figure 3.2 shows some illustrative values of these limiting specific

powers and power densities for various fuel densities. In a practical

sense, of course, heat transfer capability and fuel containment limits

also must be applied.

The second facility limitation (total flow) when combined with a

temperature limit also presents a limitation. This can be seen from a

simple temperature balance,

T
interface

=T
inlet + ‘TNa + ‘Transverses (3.5)

.

.

.

.
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Fig. 3.2. Maximum Specific Power as a Function of Pu Density,
Assuming Power Limited Operation
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where

T is the fuel–Ta interface temperature in a typical channel,
interface

T is the Na inlet temperature,
inlet

‘TNa
is the mixed-mean Na temperature rise,

AT
transverse

is the temperature drop across Ta and Na film.

Inlet temperature is set at 480”C to avoid freezing of the fuel; and

with 2500 gpm flow, the mixed-mean temperature rise at 20 MW is =120°C.

The hot spot interface temperature limit is selected as 700”C (Section

4.1.1). Assuming that a 30°C peak-to–typical channel difference can be

maintained, this allows 70”C for AT This is related to a
transverse”

heat flux by way of

AT = HF “ t/k,
transverse

(3.6)

where

HF is the heat flux,

t is the wall thickness,

k is the wall conductivity.

For a 0.022-in. Ta wall (k = 0.68 W/cm”C), this implies an average

channel heat flux of

HF < 850 W/cm2.—

This may be related to an induced thermal stress, using

(3.7)

stress =

where

E is the

a is the

v is the

EaAT
2(1 - v)

elastic modulus,

linear thermal expansion coefficient,

Poisson ratio for the container.

(3.8)
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This gives, for a 70”C AT,

stress = 9000 psi. (3.9)

Present understanding of the properties of Ta (Section 4) indicates that

the 70”C AT will be a more restrictive limit than the 9000 psi induced

thermal stress. The interface temperature limit (700”C) thus represents

a heat transfer area lower limit. Any further reduction in heat transfer

area must be compensated by a reduction in power in order to lower

AT
transverse

and the mixed-mean temperature rise.

3.3 Optimization

There are several ways in which the interplay between heat transfer

area, power, and available fuel density can be described. For example,

Fig. 3.3 shows the results of a study in which wall thickness, pitch/

diameter, and interface temperature were held fixed, for various fuels

and pin diameters. On this figure, it may be noted that points corres-

ponding to power greater than 20 MW must be penalized by the 20 MW power

limit. Further, no significant containment data are available for fuel

densities above 8 g Pu/cc fuel. Based on this set of criteria, a capsule

diameter of 0.420 in. has been selected for the MPBE. Since containment

information is at present incomplete, a design compatible with either 6.2

or 8 g Pu/cc fuel has been selected.

Two factors should be reiterated with regard to the present design

cases: First, the available performance levels are limited by the

facility capability; and second, there is an interest in 8 g Pu/cc fuel

(or higher), based solely on testing limits, and not on its particular

applicability in a large system. (The eutectic at 12.1 g Pu/cc fuel

would offer interesting testing possibilities, if feasible.)

.
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4. FUEL ELEMENT DESIGN

In LAMPRE I, as in out-of-pile experience, the principal problem

in utilizing a molten fuel has been that of finding a practical container.

For Pu–rich fuels, Ta and Ta-W alloys appear to be the only possibilities

among the many that have been tested.*

In the temperature range of interest for molten-Pu-fueled power

reactors, i.e., 450-750”C, the Pu attack on Ta is by means of intergran-

ular penetration (IGP). Pu penetration occurs by grain boundary diffusion

in the Ta and eventually reaches the external surface of the containment

causing a “failure.” “Failure,” in the present context, is defined as

the presence of a detectable amount of Pu on the surface of a capsule

after corrosion testing. The reliable detection limit for Pu is approxi-
-8

mately 500 alpha cpm or <10 g Pu.** (Most failures observed in test

are less than 2000 cpm.) Even employing this stringent definition of

failure, it normally takes many thousands of hours of testing with Pu-

Co-Ce fuels before Pu penetration is detected (Appendices E and F).

A further area of concern is the expansion of the fuel on freezing.

The Pu-Co-Ce alloys have volumetric expansions of 1-3% on freezing (Fig.

4.1). There are three potential solutions to this difficulty. First,

an attempt has been made to modify this expansion characteristic by means

* There is some evidence, although quite preliminary in nature, that Nb
or other refractory metals may be satisfactory for fuel of low Pu density,
i.e., 10 a/o Pu.

** It iS obvious this definition of failure is quite conservative with

respect to failures of operational consequence in a reactor.

.
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of additives to the fuel, i.e. , making the fuel a quatemary or higher

order alloy. However, the additives which have been tried have not

eliminated the problem. A second method is to employ a container of

sufficient strength so that the fuel, rather than the container, will

deform. Ta-5W alloys appear quite promising in this respect. The third

potential solution is to avoid freezing the fuel. LAMPRE I was operated

for some three years without allowing the fuel temperature to drop below

the melting point of the Pu-Fe fuel (41O”C).
(2)

This is, however, an

operational inconvenience.

Although molten Pu fuel has certain unique problems associated with

its usage in power reactors, it also has certain advantages that cannot

be attained by a solid fuel material. The fact that the fuel is in the

molten state eliminates radiation damage problems with respect to mechani-

cal properties of the fuel material. This problem, of course, is still

important in reference to the container. There are two factors which

may be expected to limit the life of the molten fuel in a reactor:

chemical dilution and retained fission gases (Section 3). The first

phenomenon, chemical dilution, might cause operational problems, such as

(a) increased corrosiveness to the containment material,

(b) alteration of the melting point (precipitation of solid phases
thereby placing the fuel in a 2-phase state rather than in a
single liquid phase),

(c) changed physical properties (e.g., surface tension, which may
affect the release of gaseous fission products).

The second problem, incomplete gaseous fission product release, would

cause a gradual lowering of the density of the fuel and thereby cause

operational difficulties (e.g., reactivity loss, accommodation of

increased volume, etc.). It is clear that at the present time, the

radiation effect, if any, which will limit the useful lifetime of a

molten-fueled element in a reactor cannot be established. An attempt to

determine what limits molten-fueled element performance is a prime objec-

tive of this experiment,
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4.1 Container Alloy

4.1.1 Corrosion Performance

Considerable corrosion information is available on possible Ta

alloy containment materials for use with Pu-Co–Ce fuels. Although in

nearly all cases there are not enough samples at any single set of con-

ditions (fuel composition, containment material, and temperature) to

allow statistical analysis, certain conclusions may be drawn from the

data available.

The results of tests carried out in Na environmental loops are

summarized in Appendix E. It is evident there have been few failures.

Tests involving fuels of 5-8 g Pu/cc in Ta containers have resulted in

intergranular penetration of the container, all of these failures being_

associated with welds. Although intergranular penetration in this system

has been rare, few tests have run more than 4200 hr, because many of the

capsules have had to be removed from test because of damage on freezing

(bulging and/or rupturing).*

In addition to the sodium loop tests, a large number of experiments

have been performed in inert gas atmospheres (Appendix F). Test condi-

tions covered a wide range of container materials and temperatures up to

850”C. Consideration of these data leads to the following observations:

(a) All failures (except one 6.5 g Pu/cc fuel - Ta test) were

associated with welds~ predominantly the top seal weld.

(b) There have been only two failures of Ta-10W alloy containers.
These occurred at 850°C after 3500 and 4500 hr of testing,
respectively. The failures were each 500 cpm in welds.

(c) The addition of C to the fuel did not influence lifetime, even
at 600°C.

* The Na loop test procedure involves operation for a given increment of
time (e.g., 700 hr), e“achincrement followed by a freeze and cold inspection
of the capsules for leakage. Thus , capsules in this test program undergo
a melt-freeze cycle for each test increment.

. I
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

The following generalizations are drawn from these tests:

Pooling all Pu-Co-Ce alloy corrosion tests (all combinations
of fuel composition, container material, and test temperature) ,
it is observed that 136 tests have resulted in 27 failures of
which 26 have been in welds. The one exception is the failure
of Ta, 6.5 g Pu/cc, 3000 hr at 750°C (Appendix F). This
failure was in the gas phase midway between the fuel level and
the top seal weld.

When welds are removed from consideration, there is no clear
indication of any temperature above which significant attack
of Ta or Ta-W alloys occurs, for fuel compositions up to 8 g
Pu/cc .

Although the number of capsules tested to determine the effect
of carburization has been small, there is evidence to suggest
an enhancement of corrosion resistance, probably by protection
of seal welds below the fuel phase. (Results obtained with
Pu-Fe fuel also support this contention.)

While no definitive trend with temperatures has been established,
the present data are felt to be adequate to select a 700”C
interface limit as being conservative.

The foregoing discussion has been concerned with presenting

the available data regarding capsule lifetime based on IGP failures. In

addition to this problem, the formation of a Ta-Co reaction layer may

present problems, due to

(a) spallation of Ta-Co (or Ta2Co) precipitated layer, which could
lead to mechanical mass transport and accelerated pitting-type
corrosion, and

(b) transport of Ta due to longitudinal thermal gradients in the
capsules.

These two effects have both been demonstrated experimentally. Spallation

of the Ta-Co layer has been observed in some tests; however, in many cases,

i.e., Pu-Co-Ce fuels containing less than 5 g Pu/cc, the layer does not

form in significant quantity below the liquid level within the times

studied (up to =3000 hr). Fuels of 8 g Pu/cc do form Ta-Co intermetallic

layers below the fuel level , whereas 6.2 g Pu/cc fuel appears to be

borderline.
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No pitting corrosion due to preferential Ta-Co layer spallation

has been observed in tests thus far. However, tests at 11OO”C of Pu-Fe

fuel (which forms a similar reaction layer: Ta-Fe) have definitely

indicated pitting and subsequent IGP through the container wall in the

vicinity of the pit. In addition to allowing IGP, pitting decreases

wall thickness, due to concentrated Ta solution effects and may form a

hole completely through the container wall. (This type behavior may

explain wall thinning and massive leakage observed in two LAMPRE I

capsules. ‘2))

Thermal gradient mass transport of Ta has been demonstrated by

tracer techniques. The maximum rate observed for a 100”C AT (600-700”C)

with 5 g/cc Pu-Co-Ce is less than 0.1 roil/year. With 8 g Pu/cc fuel and

a 100”C AT (650-750”C), the average rate of transfer of Ta was 0.19

roil/year. Mass transfer rates of these magnitudes should present little

difficulty, providing that pitting is not initiated.

Preliminary work indicates the presence of a TaC layer on the

container surface completely prevents Ta-Co intermetallic layer formation

and may be self-healing. The carbide layer is established by bulk diffu-

sion of C into the Ta and is not subject to spallation in thin layers

(i.e., <5 B) , although spallation of a portion of the layer has been

observed with thick layers (i.e., 10–15 U) . Experiments using a tempera-

ture gradient of 100”C (600–700°C) with 5 g Pu/cc fuel and an initially

uncarburized activated tab (at 700”C) contained in a carburized Ta capsule

exhibited a Ta mass transport rate of 0.04 roil/year. It was observed

that a TaC layer formed on the tab, and radioactive Ta was mass trans-

ported at only approximately half the rate obtained under equivalent

conditions without the presence of a TaC protective layer. Because of

the uncertainty associated with the Ta mass transport phenomenon and

pitting corrosion, a carbide layer is specified for the reference capsule

of the MPBE core, until and unless it can be proven by further experi-

.

.

.
mentation that such a layer is not necessary.

.
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4.1.2 Mechanical Properties

In addition to corrosion behavior, the mechanical properties

of the container are important considerations in selecting a reference

material. W additions to Ta have pronounced effects on hardness, ultimate

and yield strengths , and percentage elongation. -Table 4.1 shows selected

properties at room temperature vs W content. Increasing W content of

the alloy rapidly increases ultimate and yield strengths and moderately

lowers percentage elongation. Mechanical property data presently avail-

able on Ta-W alloys are highly variable and unsatisfactory, making it

necessary to generate additional data on potential capsule materials.

Such a program is in progress.

Figure 4.2 shows yield strength of various Ta alloys vs tempera–

ture. The high temperature yield strength of Ta is markedly improved by

W additions. Only one high temperature point is shown for Ta-5W; however,

if it is assumed the temperature dependence of the Ta-5W curve is similar

to that for Ta-10W, a factor of approximately seven should be obtained

for Ta-5W yield strength over that of pure Ta at 750”C. If the results

of tests in progress substantiate a yield stress of this magnitude for

Ta-5W alloys (=42,000 psi at 750”C), then all concern regarding capsule

wall stress (Section 3.2) would be removed.
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Table 4.1

Effect of W Additions on the Room Temperature

Mechanical Properties of Ta

Ultimate
Tensile Strength

45

55

58.0

84.0

72

82.0

79.6

90

70-90

80

102

Yield
Strength

35

40

--

78.5

60

.-

69.7

83

60-90

67

85-95

89.0 ——

% Elongation

40

32

41

19

17

25

16

29

15-20

25

13
(arc cast)

23 (EB)

References & Remarks

Unpublished I.ASLData

(15)

(15)

(16)

Unpublished I.ASLData

II 1! 1*

(15)

(17)

(18)

(19)

4.1.3 Irradiation Properties

Irradiation hardening increases the strength of Ta by two mecha-

nisms: (1) transmutation Ta181(n, f3)W182and thereby burning in of W,
.

and (2) fast neutron damage. Figure 4.3 shows results of transmutation

(20)
of up to 3% W in Ta by neutron irradiation. The neutron damage

strengthening overshadows the W addition effect by a significant factor.

Table 4.2 shows room temperature hardness values of Ta-10W alloy prior to

and following neutron irradiation in a thermal flux at approximately 50”C.

These data show, as expected, that at low irradiation levels, little

irradiation hardening is obtained.
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Table 4.2

.

Effect of Irradiation on the Hardnessa of Ta–10W
(21)

Pre–Irradiation

67.0

67.7

68.5

67.6

68.3

67.9

66.8

68.3

Post-Irradiation -

68.1

70.3

61.4

69.5

68.1

70.0

70.3

69.7

nvt

8.8 X1019
a a ~ ~019

1:02 x 1020

1.02 x 1020

1.02 x 1020

1.5 xlo20

!1

!1

a Rockwell A scale, irradiated at ambient reactor temperature, tested at
room temperature.

Post-irradiation hardness measurements have been obtained on

Ta irradiated in LAM.PRE I.
(22)

The results are shown in Fig. 4.4 and

Table 4.3. The following observations are obtained from the data:

(a) Transmutation of Ta to W was approximately a factor of 100 less
for the LAMPRE I flux than for the MTR flux (specimens in Ref.
20were irradiated in MTR). Since the hardness values for both
types of irradiation environments are in excellent agreement
(Fig. 4.4), the hardening appears to be due to a damage mecha-
nism and not to W transmutation.

(b) Since hardness values for 50°C irradiation in MTR flux agree
quite well with the values obtained for irradiation between
500 and 600”c (0.24-0.27 of the absolute melting temperature,
T_), no annealing was obtained in LAMPRE I, and none should
o~cur in MPBE.

(c) Vacuum annealing
did not markedly

The MTR data
(20)

for 1 hr
decrease

indicate

ductility of Ta on exposure to 1.54

at temperatures up to 900°C (0.36 Tm)
the as-irradiated hardness.

that the loss of room temperature

x 1021 nvt fast flux

35% elongation to 7%). However, the ends of the tensile

was 80% (from

specimens were
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Table 4.3

Hardness Data on LAMPRE End Caps

VH as
~apsule Irradiated

1194 190

1294 273

1400 249

1597 195

Anneala VH Post-

Temp. (“C) Anneal

900 172

800 261

700 208

600 176

Calculated
nvt (fast)

9.6 x 1020

10.2 x 1020

8.8 x 1020

6.4 x 1020

a 1 hr at temperature in vacuum.

subjected to bend testing by bending through 90° with one end clamped in

a vise without any visual observation of crack formation. Even though

these results indicate a retained ability to deform without fractures,

these results must be viewed with caution, since a controlled radius of

bend was not obtained during tests.

It appears from data available on Ta-W alloys that elongation

decreases rapidly above about 12.5% W. If one accepts the hypothesis that

a given Percentage elongation is lost at a given nvt, it seems reasonable

to maintain as high an unirradiated ductility as possible. Since it is

expected that the elongation will decrease as Ta-W alloys are strengthened

by increasing W content, a low W content, if consistent with adequate

strength, is desirable. As a compromise, Ta-5W alloy has been selected

as the reference fuel containment material.
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4.2 Fuel A11oY

All parameters necessary for the selection of the ultimate fuel

composition are not presently available. It is necessary, therefore, to

have some flexibility built into the selection of fuel. In addition, the

fuel composition selected for MPBE will be higher in Pu concentration

than would be desirable for a large power reactor (Section 3.3). It would

be valuable to have flexibility with respect to Pu composition so data

generated in this experiment will be directly applicable to large core

applications. The Pu-Co-Ce system has this flexibility.

Primary advantages of this system are:

(a) Pu concentration is continuously variable from 0-13 g Pu/cc
(Fig. 4.5).

(b) Alloys covering this concentration range melt below 450°C.

(c) Corrosion performance is superior, at any given temperature and
container material, to other Pu alloys which have appropriate
melting points.

While, for testing, it is desirable to use as high a Pu concentration

in the fuel as possible (Section 3.2), data presented in Appendices E and

F indicate a definite increase in corrosiveness to Ta with increasing Pu

content of the fuel. Mass transport experiments also have indicated an

increase in rate of Ta transport as the Pu concentration increases. All

intergranular penetration observed with Pu-Co-Ce fuels to date has been

associated with welds, and it is anticipated that the mechanical design

of MPBE will not allow bulk amounts of fuel to come in contact with any

welded metal (Fig. 4.6). However, in absence of many more thousands of

hours corrosion testing, it must be postulated that if penetration of

nonwelded metal ever occurs, it will occur more rapidly the higher the

Pu concentration of the fuel. Based on these considerations, a 6.2 g Pu/cc

reference fuel has been selected. Any fraction of the core can later be

loaded with 8 g Pu/cc fuel, if the corrosion data obtained prior to loading

.

.

warrants such a change,
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Fig. 4.6. MPBE Fuel Capsule Design
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5. CORE DESIGN MODEL

.

The scoping studies, preliminary design studies, and nuclear design

calculations described here have all utilized the two–dimensional Sn code

(DDK).(23) The use of two-dimensional calculations at this stage is

feasible only if the calculational model is held to modest size, both in

detail and in extent. The availability of the DPC code,
(24)

however, has

permitted the accounting for a considerable amount of detail in determin-

ing the material content of

5.1 Region Compositions

In the descriptions in

are 20”C values. Table 5.1

in the calculations.

5.1.1 Core

various”regions in the design.

this section, all dimensions and compositions

summarizes the effective compositions as used

All core subassemblies are constructed of stainless steel cans

in Na, each containing seven Ta capsules. Two distinct compositions fall

in this category: fueled regions and gas-space regions, depending on the

position of the region along the capsules. Figure 5.1 shows the cross

section and dimensions of core stibassemblies.

5.1.2 Reflector

Internal to the core sleeve are both fueled-core and core-

reflector” subassemblies. The reflector compositions may further be

separated into axial reflectors (physically part of the fueled-core

assemblies, radial core-reflector subassemblies, and fueled-control

sub–
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.

followers (upper sections of fueled-control clusters). All have the same

configuration as shown In Fig. 5.1 with the following exceptions. Rather

than capsules, each contains seven solid rods. For axial reflectors,

these rods are Ni, with the same diameter as the core capsules. For

fueled-control followers, the rods are solid Ta, with the same diameter

as the core capsules. The radial reflector rods are solid Ni of 0.500 in.

diameter.

Table 5.1

Volume Fractions for Various Compositions

(v/o @ 20”C)

Na

Core 46.5

Gas Space 46.5

Axial Reflectors 46.5

Fueled-Control Followers 46.5

Margin 26.8

Control Segment, Ta 24.1

Control Segment, Ni 24.1

Structure
(core sleeve, liner) ----

Ni Reflector 17.7

SS Thermal Shield 20.0

5.1.3 Control Segments

Ss

6.3

6.3

6.3

6.3

6.3

5.0

5.0

100.0

—---

80.0

Fuel Void Ta

37.8 ---- 9.4

—--- 37.8 9.4

---- ---- --—-

---- ---- 47.2

---- ---- ----

--—- —--— 70.9

--—- ---- --—-

---- ---- ----

—--- —--- —--—

--—- ---- ---—

Ni

----

---—

47.2
----

66.9

—--—

70.9

----

82.3
—---

The control segment compositions are taken to include all of

the material between the core sleeve and the core sleeve liner. As shown

in Fig. 5.2, this includes spacers, Na, and the control segments proper.

The dimensions are assumed to be as shown in Fig. 5.3. Two control segment

compositions are considered: that with the control segment being Ni and

that with Ta. In both cases, an extra 10% of the total region volume is

assumed to be Na for internal cooling of the control segments.
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5.1.4 Structure

The core sleeve and core sleeve liner are described as being

solid 304 stainless steel.

5.1.5 External

Two further compositions, both external to the core sleeve, are

included in the calculational model: the Ni reflector and the stainless

steel thermal shield. The reflector region is 82.3% Ni, 17.7% Na; the

stainless steel thermal shield is 80% stainless steel, 20% Na.

5.2 Geometry

The general region layout shown in Fig. 5.4 has been used for all

calculations considered here. This represents the preliminary design

shown in Fig. 5.2. It will be noted that many of the engineering details

present in the design are omitted from the calculational layout. When a

region is described as containing a mixture of compositions, a volume

homogenization is used. Further, it will be noted that all regions have

been treated as cylinders.

In these calculations, the control configuration is represented in

terms of the fraction of the control which is in the up position adjacent

to the core. Since all regions in the calculation are cylindrical, any

configuration in which either type of control is other than all-up or

all-down has regions which are homogenizations of control-up and control-

down compositions.

For the fueled–control clusters, the up

alignment of the control clusters with their

be essentially the case in practice. In the

control clusters, the representation used is

position corresponds to

fixed counterparts, as will

down position of the fueled-

to extend the follower com-

position through the gas space; the gas space composition is placed in the

control-core area; and the fuel composition is used in the control-reflector

region. This does not preserve dimensions in general, but this approxi-

mation is small. A more significant approximation is that this travel

corresponds to less motion than is presently anticipated for the facility

48
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(21 in.). Thus, the inferred fueled-control worths are conservative.

For the (inert) control segments, the calculational stroke (24 in.) is

more than in the design (21 in.) , and the nominal.position used is higher

than it will be in the final configuration. With the extra travel, it is

likely that the calculated worths are somewhat optimistic.

.

.
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6. CALCUI.ATIONAL RESULTS

Calculations have been done with this model to investigate critical

loading and size, control worths, and reactivity coefficients. While

these do not complete the required design calculations, they do describe

the concept sufficiently to establish its applicability to the intended

experimental program.

6.1 Critical Size and Loading

The core concept desired is to be adequate to handle fuel of either

6.2 or 8.0 g Pu/cc fuel. In addition, some margin in size is required

for several purposes. Material requirements could call for the use of a

lower Pu content fuel (Section 4). Augmentation of performance calls for

higher Pu density fuel (Section 3). Beyond this, since this is a new fuel,

a substantial margin for analytical uncertainty is advisable. Further,

compensation for depletion by increasing size may be desired. Thus, a

wide range of loadings may be of interest. Table 6.1 shows the estimated

size and loading for a few cores.

Cases 92 and 95 are considered to be the reference cases. Case 98

represents a hot, just-critical case with the 6.2 g Pu/cc fuel. Case 10

is included as a measure of the minimum fuel density which might be toler-

able in this core geometry without severely compromising the available

gas space.
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Table 6.1

Critical Size and Loading

.

.

Case

92

98

09

95

10

,Fuel. Fraction of

u
Q& Temp. Control Up
cc m .—Fuel Inert

6.2 530 2/3 1/2

6.2 530 2/3 2/2

6.2 160 3/3 2/2

8.0 530 2/3 1/2

5.0 530 2/3 1/2

Loading
Number of Height (in.)

Subassemblies ((!20”C) (@ Temp.) J.S3.XQ

91 13.2 13.3 95.8

91 11.6 11.7 84.7

91 11.2 11.3 81.4

91 8.4 8.4 79.3

121 16.0 16.1 124.2

6.2 Control Worths

If the final engineered control system is to be adequate for opera-

tional needs, then a preliminary model reactivity control swing of ‘5% Ak

from (fueled) control clusters and ‘5% from (inert) control segments is

advisable. However, since none of the operational requirements is well

defined, the application of, or justification for, this control worth

requirement is not well established.

Table 6.2 shows the calculated reactivity and reactivity swing for

various control configurations.

For the 6.2 g Pu/cc, 530”C cases, the following observations may be

made: The total control swing (11.3% Ak) and the fueled control swing

(7.3% Ak) both appear to be ample. The worth of the inert control seg-

ments is slightly less than might be desired (4.6%) but should be fully

adequate. Some small interaction among various control motions may be

inferred from

not add up to

ated with the

calculations.

the fact that the worths of fueled and of inert control do

the combined worth. Part of this difference may be associ-

relatively loose convergence criteria used for these

.

.
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Table 6.2

Control Worth Calculations

Case

92

99A

98

99

98

94

93

02

04

09

95

11

12

97

96

Fuel

(P Pu/cc)

6.2

Temp.

lZl.-

530

160

1

530

Fraction
Control Up

Fuel Inert— .

2/3 1/2

0/3 0/2

3/3 2/2

0/3 1/2

3/3 1/2

2/3 0/2

2/3 2/2

2/3 1/2

0/3 0/2

3/3 2/2

2/3 1/2

0/3 0/2

3/3 2/2

2/3 0/2

2/3 2/2

k

0.995

0.924

1.037

0.946

1.019

0.971

1.016

1.008

0.936

1.043

0.991

0.933

1.026

0.973

1.006

&_@-
--———

-7.1

+4.2

-4.9

+2.4

-2.5

+2.1

—----

-7.2

+3.5

-——--

-5.8

+3.5

-1.8

+1.5

The control worths at 160”C are seen to be roughly comparable to

those at 530”C.

For the 8 g Pu/cc fuel core, some loss in control worth may be noted.

The fueled–control worth is not greatly reduced ,,in spite of the shortened

stroke. The inert control is of somewhat more concern. This reduced

worth is such as to suggest the possibility that different modes of opera–

tion may be required for the 8 g Pu/cc fuel case than for the 6.2 g Pu/cc

fuel case, with somewhat greater reliance being placed on the fueled

control.
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6.3 Reactivity Coefficients

A few of the basic reactivity changes associated with normal changes

in composition are given in Table 6.3. A considerable extension of this

table, both from displacement and from perturbation calculations, is under-

way. It will be noted that none of these coefficients indicates serious

difficulties.

Table 6.3

Reactivity Worth of Certain Changes

Cases

92-00

92-13

92-05

92-02

92,04,
09,98

02-92

92-13

95-01

95

Fuel Change Inferred Coefficient

6.2 Isothermal AT -65 X 10‘6 Ak/°C

1! Fuel–Expansion -3.6 X 10-3 Ak/%

-34 x 10‘6 Ak/°C

1! Sodium Removal -4.7 x 10-4 Ak/% (uniform)

II All Except Fuel -34 X 10-6 Ak/°C
Expanded

!1 Change in Fuel +0.33 Ak/(AH/H)
11 Height (constant

density)

!1 Temperature Defect -1.3% Ak

It Power Defect (1OO”C) -0.4% Ak

8.0 Isothermal AT -66 X 10-6 Ak/°C

II Change in Fuel Height +0.30 Ak/(AH/H)
(constant density)

6.4 Core Parameters

In addition to the results presented in Tables 6.1 through 6.3,

Table 6.4 summarizes some of the design parameters for 6.2, 8.0, and 5.0

g Pu/cc fuel cores. The estimated performance figures are based on an

assumed 20 MW(th) power. Figure 6.1 shows some calculated neutron power

distributions.

.

.

.
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Table 6.4

Summary of Some Properties of the Reference Cores

Operational Loading (kg Pu)

Specific Power (kW/kg)

Power Density (MW/liter)

Minimum Critical Loading (kg)

Available Total Control
Swing (% Ak)

Available Fueled-Control
Swing (% Ak)

Available Inert-Control
Swing (% Ak)

Power (peak/average)

Median Energy of Neutrons
Causing Fission (MeV)

Median Flux Energy (MeV)

Average Flux (n/cm2–see)

E Pu/cc Fuel
6.2 8.0 5.0

95.8 81.5 124.2

210.0 245.0 161.0

1.3 2.0 0.8

84.7 -—-- --——-

11.3 9.3 -——__

7.3 ---- --——-

4.6 3.3 ——--.

1.46 1.43 1.50

0.65 0.69 0.58

0.55 0.61 0.51

1.7 x 1015 2.0 x 1015 1.3 x 1015
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.

7. APPLICATION TO LARGE POWER REACTORS

.

In the context outlined above, it is of interest to consider the

performance potential of a large , molten-Pu-driven, commercial fast

breeder. It is not the intent here to present an accurate optimization,

in that the system is still at the stage where it is not known what

factors are limiting, let alone the limiting values for these parameters.

Further, since little is known about performance of realistic blankets in

this type of system, it is necessary to make some major assumptions.

The general configuration assumed is an array of reactor modules

sufficient to produce 500-1500 MW(e) (typically 10-30 reactor modules).

This modular arrangement allows a great degree of flexibility in obtaining

performance data which can be extrapolated to large core sizes. Except

for neutron leakage effects, a single module test would establish most of

the basic performance properties of a large range of core sizes.

For each neutron leaking into the blanket (net), 1.2 neutrons are

assumed to be captured in U-238. A small correction to the breeding

ratios is used to account for fissile loss from 0.3% enriched U. No

attempt is made here to calculate other than beginning-of-life breeding

ratios and specific powers.

7.1 Core Parameters

It is assumed that the core is heat transfer limited. As described

in Section 2, this assumption - without reference to the limiting value -

is adequate to specify the Pu density in the fuel, which would be appro–

priate for any given capsule. This density will depend only on the
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constants given in Eq. 2.3 (Section 2.2.3). For Ta capsules of the order

of 1 cm diam, 0.02 in. wall, this yields a Pu density of 3-6 g Pu/cc fuel.

A specific realization, using various current best estimates for

limiting factors, yields the parameters given in Table 7.1. Scaling of

such a unit to a power range of commercial interest would involve an

array including 10-30 such reactor modules [500-1500 MW(e) total, including

blanket].

Table 7.1

Illustrative Figures for a Heat Transfer Limited Large Core

Doubling Time (core inventory)

Breeding Ratio (beginning-of-life)

Specific Power (core inventory)

Power Density

Loading/Module

Power/Module

Thermal Stress (in capsule wall)

Maximum Wall Temperature

Fuel Density

Capsule Size

Capsule Wall

7 yr

1.5

0.9 MW/kg pu

4.0 M’W/liter fuel

120.0 kg

110.0 MW(th)

10,000 psi

700”C

4.5 g Pu/cc fuel

0.4 in. o.d.

0.020 in. Ta

The results of a similar, but slightly different, set of assumed

limits is shown in Fig. 7.1. In this case, it is assumed that mixed-mean

Na coolant temperature rise, transverse temperature, and Na flow velocitY

are all fixed. Again, it is observed that a doubling time optimum is

indicated for a Pu density in the 4-5 g Pu/cc fuel range. Another factor

can be observed from this in a very qualitative way, in terms of the range

of interest should a lower cross-section container be possible. Figure

7.2 shows the same data for the arbitrary selection of a fourfold reduction
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.

in parasitic capture. It should be pointed out that the indicated range

of interest (l-2 g Pu/cc fuel) is beyond the range of validity of the

extrapolation, but the direction of the effect (toward large sizes) is

correct. Further work is required to define a realizable optimum. The

performance of such systems, if practicable, would be spectacular.

The other core parameters are somewhat less easily delimited at

this stage. Depletion limits, as they affect core design, are unknown.

Stress and temperature limits are uncertain, even for unirradiated

materials, and the effects of a very hard spectrum irradiation are sub-

ject to many questions. But without unreasonable assumptions, acceptable

performance estimates are available.

.

.
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APPENDIX A

DOUBLING TIME AND COSTING FACTORS

Consider a system with power capability of P MW operating at a load

factor of ~, containing an inventory of M kg of fuel; and assume the system

to be such that the inventory can be maintained at M kg fuel throughout

the fuel cycle. Further, let the breeding ratio of the system (averaged

over the fuel cycle) be BR atoms of fuel produced per atom of fuel lost.

The rate of fuel loss is

loss rate [g lost/day] = (1 + a) alP 1, (Al)

where

a=

p=

al =
1=

capture-to–fission ratio of the fuel,

power in MW,

grams fissioned/MWD,

load factor.

The production rate is

production rate [g produced/day] = BR x loss rate.

The doubling time (DT) is defined such that

DT [days] ● (production rate - loss rate) [g/day] = (M ● 103) [g]

(A.2)
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.

or

DT[days] =

.

DT[yr] =

103[g/kg] M[kg]
(production rate - 10SS rate)[g/day]

103M
(BR-l)(l+a)alp~’

103M
(BR - 1)(1 + a.)365 alP 1 “

But P/M = SP (specific power [MW/kg]), so

DT[yr] = (BR _

2.74
1) SP(l + a) L al “

For a fast breeder utilizing a very hard spectrum

a G 1 g fissioned/MWD,

a = 0.1;

and taking

1= 0.83,

we have

DT[yr] = (BR

3
- 1) SP “

(A.3)

(A.4)

(A.5)

(A.6)

To relate fuel charges to these factors, we may write the use charge

as

U[$/MW-yr] =

.

where

(rate of interest) (value of fuel)
(power production rate)

(r)($)(M)
(P)(l) ‘

(A.7)

r = effective rate of interest [fraction/yr] ,

$ = fuel value per kg.

.

.
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The buy–back, neglecting any reprocessing costs or losses, is

B[$/MW-yr] =
(Pu production rate - Fu loss rate) ($)(10-3)(365)

(P)(t)

al P(BR - 1)(1 + a) ($)(10-3)(365)(1)
.

(P)(1)

al
=~(BR-l)(l+ a).

.

l’henet fuel charge [per MW-yr]

al(BR – 1)(1 + a)
U - B[$/MW-yr] = ~Sp~Z -

2.74

$(BR - 1)(1 + a)(al)r
.

2.74 ()
. DT -+ .

(A.8)

(A.9)

(A.1O)

Using the above figures and

$ = $104/kg,

r = 0.1 (10%/yr),

we have

U - B[$/MW-yr] = $104(BR_-_fl (l.l)(1)(0.1) (DT _ lo)

2.74

= ($4)(102)(BR - 1)(DT - 10). (All)

There is thus a change in sign at DT = 10 yr , with zero net direct fuel

charges (but not zero fuel cycle costs) at this value.

It may be noted that the incremental cost does not have the same

functional form. Incremental costs correspond to a change in ~. In the

above formulation, this appears as a change in net costs only through a
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decrease in doubling time. This is necessarily a decrease in direct fuel

cost, potentially of substantial magnitude. It is thus quite reasonable

to anticipate very low total incremental costs (perhaps,even negative).

This is the basis for the attempts at obtaining a maximum plant avail-

ability consistent with other constraints.

It may also be noted that the breeding gain enters both directly

and through the doubling time.
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APPENDIX B

NEUTRON BALANCE

The general neutron balance of any critical system can be written

(vF)f+ (vF)b = Ff+Cf+Cp+Cb+Fb+ ~,

= neutrons bornlfission,

= fission rate,

= capture rate,

= leakage rate,

subscripts

denotes fuel,

denotes fertile material,

denotes other.

where

v

F

c

1

and the

f

b

P

Breeding ratio (BR) is defined as fuel produced per fuel lost, or

Cb
BR=Ff+Cf,

which, by (B.1) can be written

BR=Vf Ff+(Vb- l) ~~~Ff+cf)-(cp+l) o
ff

(B.1)

(B.2)

(B.3)
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This may be written as

BR=n-1-a+b,

where

~=

a=

b=

(B.4)

Vf Ff

Ff+Cf;

Cb+l

Ff+Cf’
parasitic absorption, plus leakage per neutron
absorbed in fuel;

(Vb - 1) Fb

Ff+Cf ‘
net neutrons produced in fertile fissions per
neutron absorbed in fuel.
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APPENDIX C

THERMAL PERFORMANCE RELATIONS

The following

thermal behavior of

derivations are based on considering the detailed

a 1 cm height of a typical core cell, consisting of

a fuel containing pf[g Pu/cc fuel] in a capsule of material X of outside

radius a [cm] and wall thickness b [cm]. The fuel generates fission heat

at a rate SP [W/g Pu] which is transferred through the wall to a coolant.

The heat flux HF [W/cm2], calculated at the average wall radius, induces

a temperature difference through the wall of Tx and an associated thermal

stress Sx.

Equating the heat generated to that transmitted, remembering that

1 cm height is being considered,

SP [W/g Pu] fia - b)2 [cm] ~ [kg Pu/cm3] = HF [W/cm2] IT(2a- b) [cm],

2HF[::-”J”
‘p=(a-b)Pf

(Cl)

The ratio of the atom densities of wall material X to that of Pu is

Nx 7f(2a- b) b [cm2 X] Px [g/cm3]/Ax [g/mole]
—=
N
Pu (a - b)’ [cm2 fuel] pf [g Pu/cm3 fuel]/~u [g/mole]

2C1b

[1l+b= (a -b)pf 2(a-b)’
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where

‘x %U
cl=—

%“

Solving (C.2) for pf,

‘f =
2c1b [’+bl(Nx/Npu)(a - b) 2(a - b)

Using (C.3) in (Cl) yields

--= (Nx/Npu) .‘p - Clb

The temperature difference across the capsule wall is given by

HF [W/cm2 (a - b
‘x = ~[Wjcm°C]

) ‘cm][:J~bJ H(4)

(C.3)

(C.4)

(C.5)

where k~ is the thermal conductivity of material X. This may be approxi–

mated for thin-walled tubes, to first order in (b/a), as

~HFb
‘X kx “ (c.6)

The accompanying thermal stress is approximately

Ex [psi] ax [“C-l] Tx [“C]
SX [psi] =

2(1 - Vx) (C.7)

where Ex, ux, and VX are the elastic modulus, linear thermal expansion

coefficient, and Poisson ratio for material X.

If we define the constants

1
c2=q’

Ex ax

C3 = 2(1 - Vx) kx (C.8)
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we have

TX= C2*b*HF, (C.9)

‘x = C3
● b* HF. (C.lo)

Some materials constants and resulting factors, as defined above,

are given in Table C.1 for Ta. Also given are similar data for Nb, a

material with better nuclear properties, though not necessarily acceptable

as a container for Pu alloys. ~ is taken as 239 glmole.
u

Table C.1

Selected Values of Some Physical Constants
and Defined Factors for Ta and Nb at 600”C

Quantity

‘x

%
kx

Ex

ax

‘x

c1

C2

C3

Units

gfcm3

g/mole

W/cm”C

106 lb/in.2

lo-6/”c

none

g/cm3

“C cm/W

psi cm/W

Ta

16.40

181.0

0.682

24.6

6.86

o.35a

21.66

1.466

190.3

Nb

8.46

92.9

0.653

14.0

7.87

0.38a

21.76

1.531

136.1

:

a Room-temperature value
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APPENDIX D

MEASURES OF IRRADIATION TIMES

Consider a reactor with effective one-group flux 4. The specific

power (power per unit fissile material) is

~Pu
. ‘Pu f @

SP = ‘ow?r
loading Npu “ Vpu

= const. “o.

The power density

PD=-.

Pu

(power/unit fuel volume) is

~Pu
‘Pu f

‘$

v
= const. “ N

Pu
“o.

Pu

The rate of burnup (per see) is

The fractional rate of burnup is

N
~Pu

Pu a
@

=SP.
N
Pu

The integrated dose to the fuel , measured in fissions/cc, is

const. “
J

PD dt .

(D.1)

(D.2)

(D.3)

(D.4)

(D.5)
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The integrated dose to the container, measured in nvt, is

or

nvt (container) = const. ● fractional burnup.
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